Reactive Pressure Redistribution
Benefits of Repose

**Clinically effective**
Repose has demonstrated low levels of pressure ulcer incidence across multiple studies (5.2%, 4.8%, 5.1%, 5.2%).

**Durable**
If cared for correctly, Repose will provide pressure ulcer prevention for several years.

**Comfortable**
Repose is breathable and has no sharp edges, increasing comfort, compliance and prevents tissue damage.

**Smart Valve Technology**
Easy and reliable, Repose Smart Valve Technology ensures optimal inflation.

**Support**
Dedicated sales and clinical support ensure clinicians and patients are supported every step of the care pathway.

**2 year warranty**
Repose is supplied with a 2 year warranty as standard.

Healthcare professionals involved in the treatment and prevention of pressure ulcers are often faced with time constraints, limited resources and increasing budget pressures all of which can impact on patient outcomes.

Repose® is a range of static air, pressure redistribution and reduction support surfaces, all with high levels of immersion and envelopment. A combination of unique materials and Smart Valve Technology, has been clinically proven to deliver statistically significant patient benefits. Unlike, other static air products and dynamic systems, through Randomized Control Trials, Repose reduces peak and average pressures and consistently delivers low levels of pressure ulcer incidence, in a cost effective, easy to use system.

Repose is indicated for the prevention of pressure ulcers for patients at very high risk and treatment of all categories of pressure ulcers when used as part of a package of care.
The Repose Range

### Surface Solutions

- **Repose® Mattress Overlay**
  - **Order code:** 6011100
  - **Dimensions:** L 74in x W 30in
  - **Weight Limit:** 489lbs*

- **Repose® Mattress Overlay & Cushion Set**
  - **Order code:** 6121101
  - **Dimensions:** Mattress L 74in x W 30in
    - L 190cm x W 77cm
  - **Cushion:** L 18in x W 18in
    - L 45cm x W 45cm
  - **Weight Limit:** Cushion - 306lbs* Mattress - 489lbs*

### Seating Solutions

- **Repose® Cushion**
  - **Order code:** 6201100
  - **Dimensions:** L 18in x W 18in
    - L 45cm x W 45cm
  - **Weight Limit:** 306lbs

- **Repose® Care-Sit**
  - **Order code:** 6351001
  - **Dimensions:** L 37in x W 18in
    - L 95cm x W 45cm
  - **Weight Limit:** 306lbs

### Foot Care Solutions

- **Repose® Foot Protector Standard**
  - **Order code:** 6501100
  - **Dimensions:** L 15in x W 8in x H 9in
    - L 38cm x W 20cm x H 23cm
  - **Weight Limit:** 306lbs
  - **Available sizes:** XS, S, STD, L

- **Repose® Foot Protector Plus Standard**
  - **Order code:** 6511100
  - **Dimensions:** L 15in x W 8in x H 9in
    - L 38cm x W 20cm x H 23cm
  - **Weight Limit:** 306lbs
  - **Available sizes:** XS, S, STD
Repose® Mattress Overlay & Cushion Set

Order code: 6121101
Dimensions: Weight Limit:
Cushion - 306lbs* Mattress - 489lbs*

Repose® Trolley Mattress Overlay
Order code: 6601100
Dimensions: L 70in x W 22in
L 178cm x W 55cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Companion
Order code: 6990003
Dimensions: L 70in x W 22in
L 197cm x W 88cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Contur Overlay
Order code: 6310001
Dimensions: L 69in x W 21in
L 176cm x W 52cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Wedge
Order code: 6711100
Dimensions: L 27in x W 18in
L 69cm x W 45cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Flex Standard
Order code: 6750002
Dimensions: L 20in x W 28in
L 50cm x W 70cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs
Available sizes: XS S STD

Repose® Wedge With PU Strap
Order code: 6711111

 PU Strap

new
Repose® Trolley Companion
Order code: 6990050
Dimensions: L 79in x W 24in
L 200cm x W 61.5cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Sole Protector
Order code: 6930001
Dimensions: L 34in x H 15in
L 86cm x H 37cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Paediatric Mattress Overlay
Order code: 6801100
Dimensions: L 51in x W 26in
L 129cm x W 67cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Babynest
Order code: 6801101
Dimensions: L 23in x W 13in x H 4in
L 58cm x W 33cm x H 10cm
Weight Limit: 7lbs

Repose® Babytherm
Order code: 6401100
Dimensions: L 30in x W 21in
L 76cm x W 53cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Paediatric Solutions

Repose® Paediatric Mattress Overlay
Order code: 6801100
Dimensions: L 51in x W 26in
L 129cm x W 67cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Babynest
Order code: 6801101
Dimensions: L 23in x W 13in x H 4in
L 58cm x W 33cm x H 10cm
Weight Limit: 7lbs

Repose® Babytherm
Order code: 6401100
Dimensions: L 30in x W 21in
L 76cm x W 53cm
Weight Limit: 306lbs

Repose® Babynest
Accessories

- Repose® Cushion Cover
  Order code: 6211100

- Repose® Cushion Strap Extender
  Order code: 6000001
  Dimensions: L 39in x W 1in
  L 100cm x W 2.5cm

- Repose® Mattress Cover
  Order code: 6121101

References

*Mattress overlay when used on a high specification foam mattress 489lbs.
*Mattress overlay when used on a non-high specification foam mattress 306lbs.

For more information:
Call (800) 303-9544
Email: contactus@frontier-therapeutics.com
Website: www.frontier-therapeutics.com
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